CAST LIST – Beauty and the Beast

Narrator: Jasmine Moore
Enchantress: Leah Tutman
Prince (at start and end): Kendall Neiblum-Lamkin

Beast: Emmitt Duggan
Belle: Ruby Cook
Maurice: Ryland Gordon
Monsieur D’Arque: Damian Hull-Williams

Gaston: Christian Pursell
LeFou: Brance Souza
Gaston / Silly Girls:
#1 Shevawn Torr
#2 Caley Chase
#3 Haylee Trowbridge

Cogsworth: Jordan Pierini
Lumiere: Avi Tutman
Mrs Potts: Brenna Sammon
Chip: Emma Massie
Babette: Kalli Johnston
Wardrobe: Lexie Farr

OPENING NUMBER “Belle” SINGING and ACTING ROLES:

Baker: Alex Garrett
Hat Seller: Damian Hull-Williams
Book Seller: Samson Aufdermaur
Egg Seller: Madison Voelkel
Fish Man: Shawn Fisher
Villager: Kendall Neiblum-Lamkin

Featured Dancers in Opening Song “Belle”
MacyTolleson
Kalli Johnston
Antony Avila-Dillon / Damian Hull-Williams
Zendrex Llado

MILKMAIDS (featured dancers in Opening Song “Belle”):
Ariel Lancaster-Atkinson / Brianna Heldt / Megan Fabry / Amber Zeise / Sierra Laird
**LADIES WITH BASKETS:** Start on the stage in the tableau.
Nicole Holland
Callan Alexander
Tori Hawkins
Jessica Pierini
Maddy Mouw
Natalie Delsemme
Sumaia Jackson

**VILLAGE GIRLS (PLAYING?):** passing through the stage with choreography, throughout the number - being there for the big singing parts of course.
Julie Chase
Becky Koch
Erin Beek

**ARISTOCRATIC LADY / LADY WITH CANE / OLDER WOMEN "Gossipers"**
(start on stage in the tableau)
Akua Parker - solo
Leah Tutman - solo
Maya Tabasz
Anjoli Johnson
Samantha Rawls
Jasmine Moore  (joins in this group after her costume change)...

**Sausage Curl Girl(s):** T.B.A

**Villagers that enter during the main part of the song (Castle People):**
Kalli Johnston (enters when needed for featured dancers section)
Brenna Sammon
Emma Massie
Lexie Farr
Avi Tutman
Jordan Pierini

*** **Beast** off-stage singing in the pit for the opening number (due to costume and make-up!)*
CASTLE ROLES:
Dust Pail (in wardrobe scene)  Amber Zeise
Whisk  Maddy Mouw
Oil & Vinegar Bottles  Tori Hawkins & Haylee Trowbridge
Rug / Floor Mat  A great cartwheeler – acrobat 😊
  *may be pulled to be featured here…!

“BE OUR GUEST”:
Mrs Potts etc… Oil & Vinegar etc… will play “themselves” in this number.

Flatware
Knives: Shawn Fisher / Madison Voelkel / Ryland Gordon / Samson Aufdermaur / Alex Garrett
Forks: Julie Chase / Erin Beek / Megan Fabry / Sumaia Jackson / Maya Tabasz
Spoons: Anjoli Johnson / Ariel Lancaster-Atkinson / Natalie Delsemme / Samantha Rawls / Leah Tutman
Napkins: Macy Tolleson / Shevawn Torr / Sierra Laird / Brianna Heldt / Caley Chase
Plates: Callan Alexander / Jasmine Moore / Akua Parker / Becky Koch / Nicole Holland / Jessica Pierini

Special Tango Dancers (Be Our Guest):
Macy Tolleson  Damian Hull-Williams
Shevawn Torr  Brance Souza
Ariel Lancaster-Atkinson  Zendrex Llado
Caley Chase  Antony Avila-Dillon*

To Be Announced Section:

Tavern Men:
Most Men that can be used…

Tavern Women:
Most Women that can be used…

Cronies: A few lines for the Cronies….